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HR Shaikh is one of the trusted names when it comes to financial planning services. They
are reckoned as the Planning experts who provide Trust services. They not only

specialize in various kinds of trust services such as Oil trust, Royalty trust etc. but also provide the best service to
either continue your current financial success or preserve and protect your assets over a longer period of time. HR
Shaikh has the expertise to provide Planning Trust Services. They have experienced personnel and customer friendly
staff that constantly strives towards achieving effective financial success for its clients. They have a thorough
understanding of current tax laws, the overall financial environment that is present currently and financial strategies
that will help you pursue a variety of goals. HR Shaikh provides a number of services to its customers. They provide
audit, sales tax returns, financial planning and business consulting services.

All information about HR Shaikh and its Financial Planning products can be sought from here
http://www.hrshaikh.com/Services-Financial-a1.html .

Financial planning is viewed as a long term process. It should assist you in planning a company’s financial future or a
family’s financial future.

Trust services are yet another kind of service that HR Shaikh offers to it customers. As a steward of considerable
wealth there are forces that continuously act to erode that wealth. Taxes are one such concern. Control and
Ownership can also become issues that affect yoru legacy. HR Shaikh works with its clients to manage their wealth.
The wealth advisors of HR Shaikh have strong relationships with leading trust, estate and tax practitioners worldwide.
They work with the client’s attorneys to develop a tax effective ownership structure that prevents the erosion of the
client’s wealth. They do it for a wide range of assets such as privately held companies, insurance, art and other
assets that cannot be liquidated easily. All the issues do not have one solution. So HR Shaikh believes I constant
innovation to provide the best and most customized services to its clients.

Trusts play a vital role in wealth transfer strategies. HR Shaikh has the expertise in fiduciary area as they have been
a trusted confidante and a corporate trustee. Their core competence lies in expertise in tax compliance and
administration. They have the expertise to manage every kind of asset which are not just marketable securities but
also closely held business interests.

HR Shaikh are experts in Royalty trust. Royalty trust is a corporation in the United States and Canada which is
involved in oil and gas, production and mining. The unique thing about this trust is that its profits are tax free at the
corporate level provided a certain high percentage is distributed to shareholders as dividends. But it is not totally
devoid of tax. The dividends thus distributed are taxed as personal income. HR Shaikh acts as the Royalty trust to
many companies. It acts as the oil trust to many companies that are into oil production. All information about HR
Shaikh and its various Planning and Trust services can be sought from http://www.hrshaikh.com/Services-Financial-
a1.html

Newswire.net a subsidiary of Extensions, Inc. (Symbol:EXTI) www.ext.com makes use of a patent-pending
technology to harness the power of independent bloggers, writers and journalists and the extent of the internet to
create a forum for all news stories, not simply the few that interest the main media outlets. Newswire seeks to be for
the news world and for independent journalists what the Sundance film festival has become for cinematography and
independent filmmakers. The technology used by Newswire will allow news stories with even the smallest niche
audiences to find those readers, and give truly talented but underappreciated independent writers, bloggers and
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journalists an opportunity to make a real impact and to be part of a credible news organization.

To learn more on how to become a Newswire independent journalist visit http://www.newswire.net/about.php

To become a fan of Newswire on Facebook please visit www.facebook.com/pages/Newswire/99718418652
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